AUGUST DISCUSSION MEETING
Topic: Practice for Oneself and Others

WORLD TRIBUNE INSERT
The July 16, 2021, World Tribune includes an insert with key passages and discussion questions related to the topic. We encourage members to utilize their publications to follow along during the discussion meeting.

ZOOM ETIQUETTE SLIDE
An additional slide has been added to the discussion meeting study presentation outlining basic Zoom etiquette. This slide can be shown at the beginning of a discussion meeting as members/guests join the meeting.

LANGUAGE SUPPLEMENTS
The key passages from the video presentation and discussion questions will be translated into the following languages: Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Spanish. You can select the language here: http://www.sgi-usa.org/monthly-downloads/.

Note: Since there are no in-person discussion meetings due to COVID-19, please utilize the content provided for your virtual discussion meetings taking place on Zoom.